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It is illegal to copy, steal, or distribute all or any part of this book or web page without the author’s permission. By purchasing this book, you agree to the following: You understand that the information presented contained on this book is for personal entertainment purpose only. It is not to be considered legal or personal advice. The author is not responsible for any actions or results from the use of this book.
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Flirt For Skirt: How To Overcome Your Filter’s Blocks And Become A Successful Smart Flirter. If you have been one of my readers for awhile (either as a subscriber to my newsletter or as a member of my various courses and books), you should know that one of the keys to my Smart Dating System is to “flirt for skirt”. But after working as a dating coach for the past five years, I’ve come to realize that most men out there are simply horrible at flirting. In fact, there are quite a few readers on my newsletter who still haven’t figured out what flirting really means yet. (If only they had downloaded my Smart Dating System!) Almost every day, I get emails from guys who tell me things such as: “I don’t want to have to play games with women.” “Flirting is degrading.” “Women should like me for who I am.” “Flirting is just not for me.” “I’m above flirting.” “She will think I am weird if I try to flirt.” “What if she won’t want to be my friend anymore?” Of course, there are also a lot of guys who have tried to flirt with women in the past. But for some reason, they just can’t get it right. If you’re one of these guys, then you’ll be happy to hear that today I am going to show you how to overcome your “flirter’s block” and have more success with women by flirting with them. 2 Copyright 2006 - Marius Panzarella - All Rights Reserved
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This free report is the fourth report in a new series of reports I am writing as a small “thank you” for my loyal newsletter readers. You can read my three previous free reports, The Frog Syndrome, How To Cure Your Fear Of Women, and Dud To Stud: How To Change Other People’s Image Of You at the following sites:



The Frog Syndrome: http://www.datebeautifulwomen.com/frog.pdf



How To Cure Your Fear Of Women http://www.datebeautifulwomen.com/fear.pdf



How To Change Other People’s Image Of You http://www.datebeautifulwomen.com/changeself.pdf I highly recommend you read these previous reports before you read this one. I also recommend you download these reports and save them onto your hard drive, as I have no idea how long I am going to keep them on the Internet. (There are currently about a dozen older free reports that are “lost forever” because of a major hard disk failure that happened half a year ago. So make sure you save these new ones!) With that said, here are the most common flirter’s blocks that stop a man from having success with women.



Flirter’s Block #1: Thinking That “Flirting Is Bad…” I’m going to start off this report by telling you that flirting isn’t bad or manipulative as some people believe. There are many people who believe that flirting is immoral or “wrong”. I’ve received countless emails – many of them flame mails – about how I should stop teaching guys 3 Copyright 2006 - Marius Panzarella - All Rights Reserved
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how to flirt with women so that the guys can “be themselves”. These flamers have no idea what flirting is really about. To me, flirting is just being playful and having fun. It isn’t about “seducing” anyone. It isn’t about playing mind games. It’s not even about picking women up. It’s about making other people feel good. Just because I flirt a little doesn’t mean I am sleazy or manipulative. In fact, people (hopefully including you if we have had email correspondents in the past) often agree that I’m one of the warmest and most sincere guys they’ve ever met. Yet, I flirt with anything that crosses my path, be it women, animals, or even little old ladies waiting for the bus! If you have any “moral issues” with flirting, then just keep in mind that flirting is a way of giving, not a way of taking. You’ll understand what I mean once you’ve finished reading this report. Here's what a Christian reader of mine has suggested to me in the past. (Not exact quote...I am paraphrasing him...) "See flirting as a way of giving attention to people. Think of it as a way to share your warmth. See it as a way to make other people feel good about themselves, not as a way to get anything in return." So go ahead and flirt all you want!



Flirter’s Block #2: Being Unaware An important point I’ve been trying to stress over the years is that flirting is an alternative form of communication for the lucky few who “get it”. Women are usually much more adept at speaking this secret language because they are more socially adapted than men. Most guys really have no clue how to flirt properly. Here’s something that you should be aware of:
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When two strangers meet and talk, they often communicate to each other’s social mask instead of to the real self. The social mask is the “role” each person is supposed to act out according to society’s norms. For example, when you meet a woman at a party, you will probably make some small talk based on topics that are considered irrelevant and safe. In turn, the woman may respond to you politely and maybe ask you a bit about your own job. After 10 minutes or so of a conversation that leads nowhere, one of you will probably excuse yourself and move to another part of the room. Similarly, a man may go out on a first date with a woman and “not know” what to do. So he’ll perform all the common courtesies that a gentleman is “supposed” to do such as opening doors and pulling out chairs for the lady. Over dinner, he’ll probably also try to engage in some kind of boring conversation with the lady, who’ll answer his questions politely since he’s taking her out. (Once again, she’s just following society’s norms.) If she’s an experienced dater, she will probably try to flirt a bit and see if she gets any response from the man. If the man gets it, good. It he doesn’t, she’ll probably just continue to act nice to him until the end of the date. Then when he finally drops her off at her doorsteps, she may give him a quick peck on the cheek and thank him for a “wonderful evening”, but she probably won’t go out with him again. But when two flirters get together, it’s a complete different story. For example, a man may meet a woman at a party or nightclub and give her a sexy smile and an energetic “Hello”. If the woman is in the mood, she’ll instantly respond in a sultry voice or give him a flirtatious glance. They may look at each other in the eyes and exchange more information in a split second than non-flirters can after fifteen minutes of boring conversation. Or…while on a first date, they may instantly discover things about each other that most people never notice. A woman may suddenly find herself opening up a side of herself that she does not usually show to other people – not even to her best friends. You see, inside every woman there are actually two women: the culturally-programmed and the sensual women. The culturally-programmed woman follows all the rules of her social mask that society has put on her, such as “no kiss 5 Copyright 2006 - Marius Panzarella - All Rights Reserved
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on a first date” or “the gentleman has to pay”. But when a man communicates with her through the instinctual language of flirting, he’ll open up a side of her that is wild, playful, and adventurous. Together, they will fulfill her fantasies and dreams. Do you see the difference? By flirting, you’re communicating with another person at a level that is much deeper than “normal conversation”. You’ll speak directly to a woman’s heart, not to her social mask.
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Unlike everyday conversations, flirting is strictly personal. When you flirt with a person, whatever you say or do will have meaning just the two of you. No matter you’re just giving a woman a wink or teasing her about something, it should be something that only “makes sense” to the two of you. This is why flirting is so hard for those who don’t “get it” – because they don’t even recognize it. After all, how could a person understand something that “does not exist”? So your first step of overcoming your flirter’s block is to recognize what flirting is. Here’re two assignments for you: Assignment 1: Rent a few romantic movies and observe the hidden language of flirting. Pick out the scenes where the characters are flirting and watch them over and over. Assignment 2: Hang out with couples and observe all the “little things” they do. Flirtatious glances, little nabs in the arm, etc.
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Assignment 3: Borrow a few romance novels from the library and note the subtle sexual tension underlying the scenes.



Flirter’s Block #2: Voice Tone And Body Language I am often asked, “But how will women know I am flirting with them?” Some readers even email me to say, “I flirt all the time, but women just don’t know I am flirting.” If you’re one of these guys, the solution is not to flirt harder, it’s to flirt better. Chances are, women don’t know you’re flirting because you’re not using the right body language and voice tone. In other words, women don’t know you’re flirting with them because you’re not really flirting. You’ve got the words, but you haven’t got the moves. All right…let me ask you a question…how do you know your buddy isn’t really trying to kill you when he mockwrestles with you? The answer is obvious. Even though he’s grabbing you and pinning you down, he’s probably smiling and not using all of his strength. But of course, you won’t be thinking about any of that. You’ll “just know” he’s playing with you. The same thing applies to flirting. Women will “just know” you’re flirting with them provided you have the right voice tone and body language. For example, you may elongate your vowels and slow down your speech. Or you may have a naughty gleam in your eyes when you talk to a woman. Or you may move your body in a sensual way. Here’s the magic of flirting: As long as you have the right voice tone and body language, women will know you’re playing with them and let you get away with saying or doing all sorts of crazy things. Under the right circumstances, they may even let you advance much further than they usually let other guys because she enjoys “playing” with you.
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Here’re the assignments for improving your voice tone and body language. Assignment 4: Watch the scenes you picked out in assignment #1 and practicing imitating the voice tone and body language used by the actors: Assignment 5: Review the chapter on body language in my Smart Dating Course. Do all the exercises. Assignment 6: Review the chapter on voice tone in my Smart Dating Course. Do all the exercises.



Flirter’s Block #3: Being Too Serious One of the biggest problems I see with my readers who are not very good flirts is that they are way too serious when they’re flirting. Usually, the reason these guys are too serious about flirting is because they are serious, matter-of-fact kind of guys. But you know what? I don’t really care. I’m a serious guy too (especially when I am working and helping my students), but just because we’re serious guys doesn’t mean we should “always” be serious. There are some situations (such as disarming a bomb) where being serious is useful than there being playful, and there are also situations where being playful is more practical than being serious – such as dating and flirting. If you’re serious about flirting, you’re not flirting at all…since the definition of flirting is being playful. Even if you follow every step I’ve told you to do and say every line I’ve asked you to say, you’re not going to be flirting. To become a Smart Flirter, you must let go of your usual serious self and become more playful.
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Listen… No matter how much you like a woman and how convinced you are that she is “the one”, you cannot be too serious about your relationship with her at the beginning. Remember that while most people like to have fun, not everybody is ready for commitment yet. A woman may not mind flirting with you or having a good time cuddling on the couch, but if you ask for commitment too early or act too serious with your flirting before she is even attracted to you, you’re going to push her away. Even if she is attracted to you, chances are you’re going to lower her attraction by acting too serious. So if you’re a serious guy, then you REALLY need to learn how to be playful. Here are a couple of assignments on becoming more playful: Assignment 7: Play with small children. Try to act childish and playful while you’re playing with them. Get in touch with your playful side. Assignment 8: Play with animals Assignment 9: Joke around more with the people around you.



Flirter’s Block #4: Caring Too Much About The Outcome Another common mistake that I often see my students make is caring too much about the outcome of a situation. For example, they may ask me a lot of “what if” questions such as: “What if she doesn’t like me?” “What if she doesn’t want to flirt?” 10 Copyright 2006 - Marius Panzarella - All Rights Reserved
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“What if she hates me?” “What if she thinks I’m a player?” “What if I mess up?” “What if something goes wrong and I lose my only chance?” Notice how almost all of these questions are about some imaginary outcome of a situation. But you know what? Until you actually go out and DO something, you’re NOT going to know what’s REALLY going to happen. As I always tell my students, mental masturbation is usually a waste of time. You could spend hours trying to speculate what’s going to happen when you talk to a woman…and still not “get it right”. It’s impossible to predict the future, period. Why worry about an outcome of a situation that you cannot control, especially if worrying will only make things worse? Furthermore, the more you worry about getting “results”, the more serious you’ll act when you’re flirting. And the more serious you act, the worse you’ll perform. This is why you should completely stop worrying about the outcome and just focus on the process of flirting itself. If you do want to have a goal to focus on, then focus on improving your flirting skills. From now on, I want you to let go of ALL expectations and just flirt with every woman you meet CASUALLY. Flirt with them to find out more about them and to give them pleasure, but NOT to "pick them up". FORGET about the results and just focus on the PROCESS of the interactions. You'll see much better results this way. FORGET about getting phone numbers. FORGET about getting women to say "I love you". FORGET about getting laid.
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Results don't matter. They are merely a by-product of your PROCESS of meeting women, which means you should focus on the PROCESS itself, but not the end results! Get it? Assignment #9: Let go of all your expectations and just flirt with women casually!



Flirter’s Block #5: Caring Too Much About Specific Techniques Another HUGE flirter’s block that my readers sometimes encounter is being too obsessed with individual “techniques”. Tell you a secret...most guys that read my e-books would rather me break everything down into "10 top bullet points", simplify the 10 points into "3 magical bullet points"...and then combine the "three magical points" into one "instant button" that they can push to attract anyone, any time. While my course does offer many killer techniques that can make women very attracted to you if you use them correctly (read the success stories at the end of this report to learn more), I would much rather you focus on your ATTITUDE rather than any specific technique. If you're too focused on the small "techniques", you will NEVER see good results because you’ll always fail to see the big picture. This is why I want you to focus on your MINDSET rather than your “techniques”. Let me use the stock market as an example. Most guys who are new to the market like to ask more experienced traders for stock tips such as how to calculate a stock’s precise "entry point" and "exit point". They also want to learn all the technical indicators that should help them predict the future price of a stock. But a REAL investor knows that what's more important is the right MINDSET...such as proper risk-management. If you read 12 Copyright 2006 - Marius Panzarella - All Rights Reserved
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writings by Warren Buffet or his mentor Benjamin Graham...you will find almost NOTHING on how to predict the future movement of a stock. Instead, you will find general CONCEPTS that can turn you into a more intelligent investor. You’ll learn about the “margin of safety” and other brilliant ideas that can help you to beat the market year after year. That is what I am trying to do...to get you to become a more INTELLIGENT Smart Dater. The point is NOT to give flirting techniques that have worked for just ME in a particular situation. Or to have a list of what you should say when you have a conversation with a woman. The point is to get YOU to be playful and flexible...so you can flirt and converse with women NATURALLY. Have the right mind set, and you'll NEVER run out of things to say... I promise!



Flirter’s Block #6: Self-Imposed Limitations If you have trouble breaking out of your “old shell” and becoming a Smart Flirter, then chances are you have some self-limiting beliefs in your sub-conscious mind that are stopping you from flirting naturally with women. If this is you, then you should go back to the first three bonus reports of this series and go over them again. Together, they will help you change your self-image and knock down your limiting beliefs.



The Frog Syndrome: http://www.datebeautifulwomen.com/frog.pdf



How To Cure Your Fear Of Women
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http://www.datebeautifulwomen.com/fear.pdf



How To Change Other People’s Image Of You http://www.datebeautifulwomen.com/changeself.pdf



Flirter’s Block #7: Not Knowing What To Do Of course, the most common excuse that I get from my newsletter readers is that they “don’t know how to flirt.” Here are a few techniques from my Smart Dating Course. Flirting Technique: Eye-Contact Most of flirting is done with your eyes. Keep good eye-contact on a woman when you talk to her. Just keep your eyes focused on her bit "too long." Flirting Technique: Say "Hello" With Energy When you approach a woman, say "Hello" in a flirty way. It will make her think you e sexier than the average geek who walks up to her and gives her a shy "Hi". Flirting Technique: Shake Her Hand A Bit Too Long When you shake her hand, let your hand stay on hers for a bit too long and then brush against her hand as you pull back. Do this while smiling and looking into her eyes sincerely. You don want to come off as a pervert. Flirting Technique: Repeat The Woman’s Name As you talk to her, repeat her name as much as you can. Say her name slow, softly and sensually each time you say it. 14 Copyright 2006 - Marius Panzarella - All Rights Reserved
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Example: "Hello, De-bbie, I am very glad you came here..." Flirting Technique: Lower Your Volume Lower and lower your volume so she has to lean towards you to listen. Flirting Technique: Whisper When she gets close enough, whisper into her ears. This works well in a bar, when the music is so loud you have to talk in each other ears. Flirting Technique: Use Nicknames When you get closer to a woman, make up a cute nickname for her. Flirting Technique: Touch Her Back If she starts touching you, then touch her on the shoulder or arm when you laugh. Increase the frequency of touching as the night goes on. Flirting Technique: Laugh At Her Jokes Laugh at her jokes whenever she makes one. Touch her on the arm lightly when you laugh if she already touching you. Flirting Technique: Tease Her Incorporate teasing into your flirting. Tease her till she's wet! Of course, there’s simply no way I can go into any more detail in a bonus report. With just 20-pages to work with, I can’t even begin to scratch the surface of all the 15 Copyright 2006 - Marius Panzarella - All Rights Reserved
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things you could do to drive a woman crazy for you, such as teasing her or acting like a challenge. This is why you MUST download my Smart Dating Course if you haven’t done so yet. I really do believe it is the best course out there. (Heck, just look at all these free interviews, newsletter articles, and bonus reports that I’ve sent you over the years. They aren’t even part of my paid course – which I think is the most comprehensive and useful information on dating available!) You can find out more about my course at: http://www.datebeautifulwomen.com/ebook.html Here are a few case studies. Just hear what some of my readers have to say…and see how my course can help YOU! FACT: My Smart Dating Course Can Give You A Huge Advantage Over Other Guys: “I can’ stress it enough! I’ve learned so much from you. Buying the Ebook was a long term investment. My dating life its crazier than its ever been I always have girls calling me and trying to get with me and my friends that were natural players cant explain how I can be so smooth with the ladies. It is literally like magic. The girl friend stealer technique has worked every time it is actually very dangerous because I know have some pissed off guys that want to kick my ass, I love it. I love being in a night club and watching guys blow their money away getting girls drinks then see their faces when I walk over talk to the girls then turn to the guys and say “Excuse me gentlemen” and walk away with the girl and holding her hand. I am writing this email to Thank you for writing that ebook and for the daily tips.” -



Ruben C. from Seattle WA



FACT: My Smart Dating Course Can Work On Women From Different Cultures: “Before anything else, I would like to say thank you very much. Your Smart Dating Course is the best manual in dating that I have ever acquired. I am very grateful.
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I was also happy that I am developing the skill gradually (in baby steps) as they call it. I keep on reading the SMART DATING COURSE over and over again. I am happy with my current status in life. I have a steady healthy relationship with Margie a flight stewardess and a pure Dutch. I spread the word in Netherlands to download your eBook at a very low cost. If I can’t shake your hand personally, I'll do it by marketing your product that is absolutely working no matter what race or lifestyle or no matter what kind of women they would like to meet. I also want to comment on some people reading your Newsletter, that before they asked what happened during their dating and relation or after it breaks down, they should have to field test your SMART DATING COURSE until they get it. Plain and Simple but working guaranteed 100%...I've field tested it in every different race of women. Again thank you.” -



Sean M.



FACT: My Smart Dating Course Can Help You Overcome Your Shyness “Hey Marius. Took your advice, bought the e-book, read it, implemented it, love it. Guess maybe I should have paid more attention when I was younger, I had a real problem with shyness but now I'm over it, it's a lot of fun to just flirt for the heck of it. Anyway, thanks a lot, you have really got something going on here, keep up the good work.” -



Greg, Oklahoma



FACT: My Smart Dating Course Can Help You Communicate With Women “What’s up Marius?!! I just wanted to thank you for these new updates man! These are great techniques. I'm having MUCH, MUCH, better communication with girls than what I've been having. I'm not nervous and I don't get all sweaty when I talk to girls like I used too. I'm cool, calm, and relaxed. These testing the water techniques have improved my chances with the ladies BIG 17 Copyright 2006 - Marius Panzarella - All Rights Reserved
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TIME!! Thanks again man! Oh yeah, if you decide to put this as a testimonial, do you mind keeping my name anonymous” -



Anonymous



FACT: My Smart Dating Course Can Help You Live The Life You Want



“Before I start I let you know that my real name is Ruse not Brian, I put this name in info at the beginning because I wasn’t sure about this whole thing. Your program is not just a program its fucking dream, from point I start really reading your program and slowly enforcing your rules and making my life really what I want. Even I am only 18 I accomplish for this past year more than I did in my whole life. After being surrounded by hotties like constantly, like having girls over and getting them undressed while having a girlfriend…its been unforgettable…Because of your program and ( since I am very religious and believe in God) I am engaged after only of 3 mouth of dating. Story is I am going in military into Marines like soon so I had choice between get laid and party and enjoy my life or get laid continually, enjoy my life and have actually someone that cares about you waiting at home. I made my choice and if everything goes the way I want to go and nothing change I want you to come my wedding. (If it happens). We only been engaged for 3 weeks so we not exactly sure when and were its going happen but I can assure you will be first on guest list. I notice that your program change as person and not only improve your sex life but also your everyday life. It also improves your social relationships with guys not just chicks. I mean like act positive, socialize, be confident, strong, don’t ever let any cross you, talk assertive keep eye in aggressive way, be a leader, and never give up. Of course your course is not automatically going make all that but through hard work and strong balls you can become you want. Your course and newsletter is like key to perfectness, to make your life very wonderful and I am not saying there not going be tough times there will be, but pain just like any weakness eventually leaves and when you look back its all worth it. Bravo Marius it’s all I have to say I don’t know how many years it took for you to put all this together but when you did from my experience you save a lot of lives. p.s. sorry for not writing you, hope to hear from you soon.” - RUSE These are just five of the thousands of success stories I’ve received over the past few years! I believe YOU can have the same success with women if you choose to go after what you want and download my course today.
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After all, this is what distinguishes a successful person from a “loser”. The successful person grows and goes after what he wants with determination. The loser gives excuse after excuse. I hope you will take this opportunity to further your success and become the attractive man you’ve always wanted to become. And don’t forget that you’ll be picking up dating and relationship skills that you can use for the rest of your life! Download my course now at: http://www.datebeautifulwomen.com/ebook.html As always, I’ll be waiting for your successful story at: [email protected] - Marius Panzarella
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How to Impress Your Date .fr 

Tell her she looks lovely, smells good, is intelligent, have a beautiful house - ... coffee shop; it affords you both a chance to talk and get to know each other a little ...
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CAPELET, SKIRT AND PANTS 

Marca Registrada Sold for individual homeuse only and not for Commercial or manufacturing purposes,/Reserve Ã  un usage personnel. Utilisation Commerciale ou VÂº industrielle strictement interdite. WWW.mCCalpattern.com. WESTE CRINOLINE/MIN CAPE, JUPE
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How To Write your mp - Salvationist.ca 

membership in a concerned group. - questions that provoke a direct response. - request for commitment to action. - request for MP to respond to your letter.
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How to Tell Your Mates - Audrey Dussutour 

Aug 1, 2009 - Groups comprising a large number of individuals cannot rely on all individuals having perfect information ... Direct Recruitment: Tandem and Group Recruitment . ...... vs. spatially and temporally variable resources. Insect Soc ...
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How To Change Your Sex - Lannie Rose 

reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic ..... You are living your life, not trying to complete a project. You can ..... annually in late September at a fine hotel in Atlanta, Georgia .... Sampl
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How to Improve Your Self-Image 

This eBook is an abstract of â€œBe Confident of Yourself Under Any Cir- cumstancesâ€�. ... If procrastinating is one of your faults, you must absolutely get rid of it.
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MISSES' BOLERO, CORSET, SKIRT AND OVER4 SKIRT: Elelere ... 

Overskin has underlined back, pleats, gath- ers, stav, hand tacking ierming drape, and side centinuâ€” eus lap and snap clesing. All are lined. A, B: Bless-fitting.
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How to Use your Memory to Earn More money 

HOW TO. USE YOUR MEMORY. TO EARN MORE .... Learn Things By Heart With Ease . .... Obviously if you forget to make the association in the first place you won't .... trate your efforts on making a decision, and then to act on that deci- sion.
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How to Use your Memory to Earn More money 

Manufactured in the United States of America. HOW TO. USE YOUR .... CHAPTER 3 - HOW TO REMEMBER NAMES AND FACES .............. 22. What's His ..... No matter what kind of work you do, the ability to memorize numbers is very useful.
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flirt dangereux 

11 mars 2019 - OF SIN), Serge Desrosiers, est nommé aux prix 2019 de la « Canadian Society of. Cinematographers » dans la catégorie « TV Drama ...
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Novel targeted therapies to overcome imatinib 

In many model sys- tems, BCRâ€“ABL completely abrogates growth factor depen- ...... FTIs of this group that are under investigation in hemato- logic malignancies ...
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How to Enable Common PIN for CUCM and UCXN. - Cisco 

This document describes the procedure to configure the common pin set up for ... Now Download the Tomcat certificate from Unity and upload this as tomcat trust ...
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Concise scannable and objectives How to write for the web 

Oct 11, 2001 - We have a short summary that is more suited for online reading. .... marbles: 8 marbles while waiting for a page to download, 2 while waiting for ..... searching for one document, but I might find 15 other related things that pique ...
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